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Perfect Wedding  
 Perfect VenueE



A wedding is one of life’s most 
memorable, most romantic and most 
exciting experiences, to be enjoyed and 
cherished forever. At the Golden Lion 
Hotel we are devoted to making sure 
your special day fulfils your dreams. 

Whatever the detail, our team will be able 
to advise and guide you, to help you make it 
come true. Our expertise is your expertise.

Our reputation for discreet organisation, 
attention to detail and a serene ambience 
has been earned over many years, and 
we take pride in our ability to provide 
you with the highest standards of service, 
food, surroundings and entertainment. 
Ask us about anything that comes to 
mind, such as floral arrangements, access 
to rooms, musical accompaniments, 
dietary requirements … we’ll have 
a solution, tailored to suit you.

Congratulations

Thank you for considering the 
Golden Lion as the setting for 

your celebrations.
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The Style Stirling and Stirlingshire are individualistic 
places, redolent of a fascinating historical 
past – this is the land where William 
Wallace and Robert the Bruce fought and 
won. The town boasts beautiful medieval, 
Georgian and Victorian architecture, 
including the splendid Castle, a little way  
up the hill from the Golden Lion.

The traditional backdrop is reflected 
in the spacious scale and elegant 
proportions of the Golden Lion,  
and in our belief in traditional, warm 
Scottish hospitality (as well as every 
modern comfort, of course). 

"The town boasts beautiful medieval, 
Georgian and Victorian architecture, 

including the splendid Castle". 



The Hotel The joy and grace of a wedding deserve 
to be enhanced by equally elegant 
surroundings, and in the Golden Lion  
Hotel you’ll find a venue exceptional in  
its architecture, décor and atmosphere.

The magnificent sandstone façade has 
graced the heart of Stirling for over two 
hundred years and through its pillared 
portals have walked royalty, the great 
and the good, as well as that most 
passionate of poets, Robert Burns.  
Our facilities include the vibrant Cronies 
Bar and restaurant, ideal for arrival drinks 
and canapés. 

No two rooms are the same in shape 
and layout, reflecting the individuality 
of the Golden Lion’s heritage. We 
have several rooms ideal for disabled 
guests and a lift serves all five floors.

The Golden Lion Hotel holds a full 
Wedding License, so your special day can 
be hosted completely in the one place if 
you wish. Our marble staircase, with its 
specially commissioned Burns artwork and 
quotations, provides a memorable backdrop 
for photographs, as does nearby Stirling 
Castle, the King’s Knot gardens below the 
castle, and the grounds of Stirling University.  
 

"The Golden Lion is a venue 
of exceptional architecture, 

décor and atmosphere". 
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The Rooms Whether you prefer the most private 
of ceremonies or the most lavish of 
celebrations, we have the room, the 
knowledge and the flexibility to help you 
transform your dreams into reality.

The breathtaking Regency Ballroom can 
accommodate up to 250 guests, and has 
its own dance floor and bar area.

For smaller weddings we have the 
recently refurbished Wallace Room which 
can accommodate up to 60 day guests, 
together with the Younger Room which 
has its own dance floor and can look 
after up to 90 evening guests. 
 

"We have the room, the knowledge 
       and the flexibility to help". 
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Set at the heart of Stirling’s historic town centre, 
the Golden Lion couldn’t be easier to reach, and 
is well served by modern road and rail links. 

The Golden Lion Hotel has exclusive, secure,  
car parking spaces available free at the rear of 
the hotel - via the signposted archway on King 
Street - and is an easy walk from Stirling’s main 
rail and bus stations. There is a taxi rank adjacent 
to the hotel.
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